Working in wartime: update on Ukrainian community

User:Renvoy
General issues
Decrease in editor activity

In June, 68% of Wikimedia Ukraine members reported their activity had decreased considerably or somewhat since the all-out invasion.

Most widespread reasons – lack of time (e.g. new volunteer / caretaking responsibilities), technical inability (e.g. no internet in a shelter), psychological stress.
Readership interest

- Reader interest on Wikipedia grew considerably – 106,877,169 user views in UkWiki in April, second highest month in history

- The topic of the war is (predictably) most popular
- The leader – the article about Russia’s invasion itself – has raked in 3 million views in less than six months, an absolute record for UkWiki
Particular activities
Ukraine's Cultural Diplomacy Month 2022

We are back in Wikipedia!

#UkraineEverywhere

Ukrainian Cultural Diplomacy Month 2022

ucdm.wikimedia.org.ua

[Link: ucdm.wikimedia.org.ua]
Fun fact: during contest articles were written in such underrepresented languages as Nahuatl, Tashelhit, Central Bikol, Tagalog and Volapük.
Coverage of threatened Ukrainian cultural heritage
Український Місячник ілюстрування української природи

Ukrainian Nature Illustration Month
Thanks a lot for your support!